POSTUP SOLUTIONS

PROGRESSIVE CAPTURE
Convert Casual Audiences into Committed
Subscribers with Progressive Capture.
When content is abundant and attention spans are short, the race is on to convert new visitors
before they leave. Capture forms allow you to keep in contact with them, but placing the right
hurdle in front of your audience is a balancing act.
A complex form is a high hurdle that casual users will abandon before submitting. Low hurdles
fail to fully capitalize on engaged users’ interest. How do you convert high-interest prospects
while retaining those who need to stretch their legs a bit first?

This form collects all the information you want, but is intimidating to users.

Contact a Postup Representative to learn more.
877-250-2922 | info@postup.com | postup.com
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POSTUP SOLUTIONS

PROGRESSIVE CAPTURE
Convert Casual Audiences into Committed
Subscribers with Progressive Capture.
Progressive Capture allows new users to submit their email address painlessly. If they’re ready
to provide more information, the widget lets them do so just as easily. If not, they can move
on. With progressive capture, you can:
Boost higher-level conversions: Whether you’re pushing free registrations or paid
subscriptions, progressive capture provides a clear path.
Grow your email list: Email is your direct link to your users. Progressive capture increases
your chances of making that connection.
Create future opportunities for conversion: Don’t scare off users with a hard sell right away.
As long as you get their email, you’ve got a foot in the door.
PostUp’s custom solutions make progressive capture a breeze. We’ll build you a gold-medal
widget that fits your website, integrates with your CRM, and wins over your audience.
Sometimes the audience journey is a sprint. Sometimes it’s a marathon. Either way,
progressive capture ensures that your audience crosses the finish line.

Lowest hurdle
newsletter signup.

Paid subscriber!
Graduate to
registered user.
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